
LAND MANAGEMENT 
I study at Pacific National University, at the Far 

East Highway Institute. I’m a second year student. My 

specialty is land management. Land is the main natural 

resource in our country. It is very important to use it 

rationally, so that not to bring harm to the 

environment and to make land highly productive. 

     Land manager is to solve many land tenure 

problems in cities and villages, industrial, agricultural 

and residential areas. Large scale construction is going 

on all over Russia. Any construction is governed by 

official plans based on careful area reconnaissance 

and survey carried out by specialists under the 

guidance of surveyors. Map making and land cadastre 

making are difficult but very essential tasks to be 

fulfilled by land managers. 

      Many technical subjects to be studied at the 

university will help us to become good highly qualified 

specialists. Among them are: geology, geodesy, 

hydraulics, soil study, land law, land ecology, land 

cadastre making, map making and others. Computers 

are widely used in our work. Engineers of my specialty 

are of great need in the Far East because this territory 

hasn’t been well explored yet and there are no accurate 

maps of some areas. Nevertheless it is the territory of 

Russia which is being developed very quickly 

nowadays.  

Having graduated from the university young 

specialists can work in territorial administration 

departments for land resources and land use, in realty 

agencies, tax inspections, land banks, ecology centers, 

city planning departments, designing research 

institutes and other organizations dealing with land use. 

Land managers can help any organization or individual 

person to make a development plan of land allotment 

area before the construction starts taking into 

consideration land fertility, ecology and economic 

value. 

 

 

land management – землеустройство 

to bring harm – наносить вред 

environment – окружающая среда 

 

 

land manager – землеустроитель 

land tenure – землевладение 

residential areas – жилые районы 

careful – тщательный 

reconnaissance – разведка, изыскание 

survey – съёмка 

under the guidance – под руководством 

surveyor – топограф, съёмщик 

fulfill – выполнять 

 

 

 

hydraulics – гидравлика 

soil study – почвоведение 

land law – земельное право 

explore – исследовать 

accurate – точный 

nevertheless – все же, тем не менее 

 

 

graduate from – заканчивать высшее 

учебное заведение 

realty agency – агентство по 

недвижимости 

tax inspection – налоговая инспекция 

designing research – проектно-

исследовательский 

deal with –  

land use – землепользование 

development plan – план разработки 

allotment – участок в аренду 

fertility – плодородие  

value – ценность 

Answer the following questions: 

1. Where do you study? 

2. What is your future specialty? 

3. What kinds of problems do land managers solve? 

4. What subjects to be studied at the university will help you to become a good specialist? 

5. Is the specialty of land manager in demand in your region? 

6. Where can the graduates work? 

7. Where would you like to work after you graduate from the institute? 

 Prove the following statements: 

 Engineers of land management are of great need in the Far East. 

 Land manager can have different job specifications. 



 Supplementary texts 
1. Read, translate into Russian find the difference between intensive land use and extensive land use; make 

the conclusion about land use in Khabarovsk Territory and its perspectives. 

LAND USE IN KHABAROVSK TERRITORY* 

 Khabarovsk Territory has great and various amounts of natural resources – land, water, 

forest, and others. Almost the whole area of Khabarovsk Territory is occupied with lands 

giving biological products. The most intensively used among them are agricultural lands, 

including arable lands, perennial plantations and hay makings, pastures, deer pastures. The 

most extensive land use in Khabarovsk Territory is forest. It is the major land reserve for 

further expanding the other kinds of land uses. 

Kind of land use Area, ths ha Share, % 
Agricultural lands 15523.1 19,7 

Populated lands 390.4 0,5 

Lands used for industry, transport, 

communication and other purposes 

270.5 0,3 

Forest reserve 58913.7 74,8 

Water reserve  793.9 1,0 

State land reserve 1594.7 2,1 

Natural reserve 1274.6 1,6 

Total: 78760.9 100 

 

2. Read the texts, find the italicized words in the dictionary and do the written translation 

Minerals 

 Minerals are usually formed by inorganic processes. Synthetic equivalents of various 

minerals, such as emeralds and diamonds, are manufactured for commercial purposes. Most 

minerals are known to be compounds of several elements and it is rare to find pure elements 

occurring naturally. Elemental composition of the Earth's crust is mostly based on igneous 

and sedimentary rocks. Such elements as oxygen, silicon, titanium, aluminium, iron, 

magnesium, calcium, sodium, potassium and hydrogen make up more than 99 per cent by 

weight of all the rock-forming minerals. Of these, aluminium, iron, and magnesium are 

industrial metals. The other metals are present in small quantities, mostly in igneous rocks. 

Every mineral deposit has limited dimensions. All mineral deposits are exhaustible. Many of 

common metals such as lead and tin, chrome, nickel, zinc and cooper are really rather rare 

and form only a small per cent of the Earth's crust. It is quite obvious that in future people 

will use new chemical, physical and biological methods of prospecting. They will develop 

new refining methods that are effective with very low-grade ores. 

 

Geyser 

 A geyser is the result of underground water under the combined conditions of high 

temperatures and increased pressure beneath the surface of the earth. Since temperature rises 

approximately 1°F for every sixty feet under the earth's surface, and pressure increases with 

depth, water that seeps down in cracks and fissures until it reaches very hot rocks in the 

earth's interior becomes heated to a temperature in excess of 29°F. Because of the greater 

pressure, it shoots out of the surface in the form of steam and hot water. The result is a 

geyser. In order to function, then, a geyser must have a source of heat, a reservoir where 

water can be stored until the temperature rises to an unstable point, an opening through 

which the hot water and steam can escape, and underground channels for resupplying water 

after an eruption. And so then, the source erupts periodically fountains of hot water and 

steam at the altitude of 20-40 meters or even higher. 

 


